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THE SUBLATTICE OF AN ORTHOGONIAL PAIR

IN A MODULAR LATTICE
HERBERT GROSS and PAUL HAFNER

Introduction
We will be concerned with a modular lattice

L: 9*9
(l)

I

together with an antitone mapping

such that

y=xar

forall x€9.

The following rules are easily verified:
(2)

qLLL : qL,

(3)

y = )) + XLL = y. l,
(xvY)r:xLAyL.

(4)

If x:xrr

we call x closed; if x_<yt we write xly.
Under the assumption that fLg we shall construct the free modular lattice
{U,d generated by {(f)v{(g), where {(f) is the orthostable lattice generated by f(9. f U, d is a distributive lattice. We will also give some conditions
ensuring that "/"(f,g) or a slight modification of "fU,g) is orthostable. Certain
special cases are studied separately because of their importance in geometry.
The value of lattice theoretical computations such as given here rests on the
fact that they yield
- in conjunction with certain general theorems proved in [3]
and [5]
strong results on the classification of subspaces in quadratic spaces,
normal bases, decomposition theorems. The role of the lattice theoretic part has
been described in detail in Section 3 of [5]. Further applications of this method are
given in t4]. Cf. also Remark 5 (iii) at the end.
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1. The lattice: general case

The I-stable lattice {(f) generated by an element
is given by the following diagram
(

fe9

[,^. [

(modular with

I)

1)'

t^1
[tr,. ['
(l

n

[')"

-

-l

t^.I

Let "§(f) be the ideal generatedin {(f)by f"; and let the filter generated
andthat fr(f) isa
by fL be denoted bv g(f).Note that rj):,Y(f)vg(f)
chain. Moreover, '/r(f) is distributive.
Considering a second element

Lemma

{(f)v{(d

g(9

we prove:

l. Assume that f :- g. Then the lattice "/'(f,g) generated in I

by

is distributiue.

suffi.ces to verify that (å v b') x c:
all b,b'Ur(f) and all c({(d. Since f ts we have
y=ft=glt=x for all x(.g(g), y€g(f). This and the symmetric fact is

Proof. By Theorem 6 of [6] and symmetry it

(ånc)v (b'r..c) for

expressed by

(s)

,9

(f) =

eF

(g), I (d = s

U).

The only elements infff) which are not join-irreducible ate zL:f v(f l.f')",
zr:f v (f'nft'), zr:f v fL, ze:flt v/a. For i:3,4 we obtain the distributivity of zrxy usirg(S) and modularity. The same works for i:1,2 and y(fr(g).
Finally (5) implies that y:ft ny for !("/1g1' therefore

: lf v (I n/I)rrl n fL ny : U n fr_)LL ny = (f ny) v [(/n IL)LL nyl
t.fL rry : f! n.;trr y =U^DvIUL n"frr)ny].
ZzA! : llv (IL
^
^/ar»
ZrA!

This takes care of the remaining cases, bearing in mind the distributive inequality.

Remark

l.

Let

I

be given by the following diagram

tr
where the broken lines indicate a relation =. The proof given above shows that the
free modul ar lattice generated by I is distributive.
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A situation involving I appears again in the construction ofthe J--stable lattice
generated by two elements f,g€9,f tf, gtg. Here

§r: lf ngt,f,(f ng')rr, f v(.f nSL)LI,flr ngt,.f v (,f'rn g'),ftt\
and
F, : {gt, .f v g' .ft' v gL, (fL n g'')', ("f' n g)t}
take the place of 9(f) and 9(f) respectively. If 9z and fr, denote the analogous
sets with f and g interchanged, then clearly the orthostable lattice generated by /
and g must contain the sublattice generated by /tv flrv rrv 9, which by the proof
,

of Lemma 1 is distributive.
In what follows we construct the free modular lattice generated by 9.Wewill
however do it in the setup of {(f)v {(d and leave it to the reader to verify that
the result has general validitY'
Thanks to the distributivity of
is the join-closure of

{(f,

s(f)v 9(dv
As

,frg

g) the lattice

l$

generated

bv gu) v 9(s)

{xnylx€ 9U), y(,sG)\.

we have

{xnylx( 9(f),

v(.9(d\: {xnvlx€ §oU), !e"fo1g1y,
where flo(f):{f nf',(f nf')",ft nfLt\ and similarly for /o@)

(compare

the proof of Lemma 1). Therefore, we begin by forming the free modular lattice M
generated by the two chains Ao(f), AoG). M has 8l(41)-z-2:68 elements ([l]
p. 66) and consists of all joins of elements out oI the following diagram
f
([,.

I

,^.

tt^

rr

t'

g*"^ g

l-

(.g^g')"

tt)"

['

.9

^9t

f"§
(intersections of lines represent meets of elements).
L, gt', f v gt',
The next step is to form joins of elements in M with f, g, f v g, fL
flt v g, fll vgf l. This produces all elements of li since any element xY yv m,

where xQA(fi, ye,9(d, m€.M is of the form x6 Y yov mo with xs€ {f, f"},
yo€{g, gtr\, mn€M. In an expression like /v xv yv VxiA!i, where x, xi(/o(f),
y, y$.fiok) one can dispose of terms xiA!i=f' Thus we may assume that x, xt*
f xf and hence f v M:f v Mr, where Mris the free modular lattice generated
by the 2 chains {(f nf')",fL nftt\ and /oG} We obtain 7l(3!4!)-t-2:33
elements or 34 elements if we include I The same kind of reasoning leads to the
following enumeration
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M:

68 elements

ing

g);

; f v M: 34 elements (including /) ; g v M: 34 elements (includgv
M:
lgelements (includinl f v d;.f* v M: 4elemetts (includf
ing ftt); gaav M: 4 elements (including grr); fvgt*vM: 3 elements
(including f v g'L); gv fLL v M:3elements (including gv.ftl);
fu v grr:
I element.
v

Altogether the free modular lattice generated bv g(f)vg(d has 170 elements.
The lattice li generated by the 2 chains F(f) and, fr(g) is the v -closure of
the elements which are depicted in the following diagram (intersections of lines
represent meets):

r*rliirj

f{

(g

\," g\g'
9'§'

r-å-i?§

x

-/\

("

"§')'
(q!lor)'

(f

'^g§

i., (§a f ')

fl{'

Observe that the elements marked by circles are

gv!,gltry

we have

<l

for x € {ft,

of the form f v x, .fL, , *,

f' A ala€,q(g)}, y € {st, 8L blb €,qU)}.
^
r € {"fL, ft n (g ga) L, .f, n (ga r n ga)r},
^
§€ {g', gL n V n ft)L, SL (-fLJ- n ft)t}
^

As a consequence %

is

Moreover, for

/ v § - (r v "frr) v (s vgaa).
the lattice generated by the two chains

{,f t v ft, (ft r- A "ft)t , (-f n f')t}

and

{s'r- v

sL,

(s'r

Ag-L)t, (g^ga)a}

together with the 20 elements below the solid line in the diagram. The total number
of elements in fi is therefore at most 68 * 20 : gg.

Finally we prove that l\viQ is a lattice by showing that x vy and xny
are in ffv fi whenever x(.|i, ye,l6.As for the joins it suffices to show that x v y€,ri
for x(t and y join-irreducible in lg, y#f, ngr. Since /a ng, n (frt vg.r):
(ft n f") v (g, agrr) the only such y are .f, frt, g, gLL; for these, however, the
claim is obvious. Owing to distributivity we will now consider only those meets
x n y for which x (fi, y Q'6are join-irreducible with x*f! r,, gr. v (f n gr) and
y#ft ng'. This means that

xQ{f',

ft

n(g ngt)t,

f'A(g'ng,,)r, ft

ngt,

gt rr(ft nfrr)t,
ga n (f n f')',

g')
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and

y({f, ft',

g,

g"\.

These verifications are easY.

We summarize:

Theorem

l.

The

free modulqr lattice generated by I has 258 elements.

2. The lattice: some sPecial cases

f lgisassumed throughout. From this it follows that fLL Agrr:
fLnfltngangra. The following condition requires that flt ngrr is even
We recall that

smaller:

(6)

frrIELL:(Jnft)ttn(gnga)ar.

Under this assumption

(7)

%:s(f)vf(du{xv vlx(9U),v<§k»v'fie

{ is the set containing the following 17 elements:
10 /v (S /'f")
I f rt g
ll gv(/ngtt)
2 (f^saa)v(gn.frr)
12 (Jnf,,)v(f..,_^gra)
3 fttngtL
13 (g,\ga)v(-fir^grr)
4 (!n"f')v(gngi)v(.frr^gra)
14 fvorrl^gr-r)
5 fvgvf]]-nt]-'
15 gv(/rr^glr-)
6 f ng:-:16fv(gng1)Y(fll^grr)
7 gl.f;--tI7 gvUn.ft)v(far^gai).
8 (/n,fr) v g^flt
9 (g I f]-lv f rr BLL
where

To prove (7) note that by distributivity /{ consists of joins u1Y tt2Y ttsY ... v a" ' where
(a) ur€f(f)v 9(d or (b) rz, is a meet xny of join-irreducible elements x(9(f),
y€gz). From (6) and f 19 we see that the joins of elements of type (b) form
the set

{:{fLL

AgL!, ("frrng)v(gar

^f),ftr-

Ag, gL!

nf,f

tg]..

under the assumption (6) fftherefore has at most 63*17:80 elements.
condition (6), which does not have any bearing on'!;, can be obtained from

f'v gt :

(8)
by applying

I.

(f x l:-)L v (gn ga)r

Equation (8) has very strong coosequences:
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Lemma 2. Assume that f

tS

and that (8) holds. Then

(y, n y)v (yinyä)

(e)

H,qrNEn

:

(y,

v yi) n(yrv

yä)

for all ypyi€g(f) and all yz,y;€g$). In particular g(f)vg(dv
{xnylx€f(f), l€9(g)}r{"ftvg'} is v-closed and hence a sublattice of 9,
i.e. it is l$; card'Y;=36.
Proof. It is clear that = holds in (9). To obtain the converse inclusion we
consider the case !r=!i and yi=y, (the other cases being trivial), The right hand
side of (9) then becomes

yinyr: yinyrnl(faft)L v (gng,),] : yi^yrx(fL
: (f, n yr)v (gL rryi) = Urn y)v (yin y).

v gL)

This proves the lemma.

Theorem 2. Let I be a modular lattice with a Galois autoconnection t. If
ftg and (6) holds then cardfj,d=168 and "1"(f,g):'/i.v'6, where ff is
giuen by (7) and 7\ is generated by two chains. If instead of (6) one assumes (8), then
l$ is as before, fi is the product of 2 chains and cardf(f, d=ne .
Remark 2. The same considerations are valid in the
(6) is replaced by

(10)

ftt

ngLL

: (/ngr)rr

and (8) is replaced by

(ll)
It is easily seen that

fLv
if fts

tf, S tS

provided

^(g^/a)rJ-

llv st:(fn81)rv(gnlr;r.

(r2)
implies (8)

case .f

and also implies

gL _U:^g)a
(1 1)

if "ftf, gLg.

3. Orthostability

that xa€{(f,g) for all x€{(f,d. Since (avb)L:
{(f,g) is a lattice we need only find the orthogonals of join-irreducible elements. If x€fi is join-irreducible, then xe6(f), or x(F(g), or
x:ttlAot for some u(9(f),r:€"fk). In the latter case xl:(uvu)la and
We want to be sure

atnbt

and

the following condition must be satisfied for
(t 3)

(o

v b)tl €"[(f,

d

for

xa to belong to ./.(f, g)

all

ae

I (f), b e 9(g).

Another problem appears when we check orthogonals of elements in
fng:(fnf')a(gngr)=(/n fr_)tL n(gngr)ra and therefore (.fndr=
l(fnft)L v(gnga)llrr. Since (fxf,)t v(gnga)a is the largest element of

'%:
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{(f, d, this lattice will have to be extended at the top end unless (/nf)r v
Postponing the
(grg')' is closed and (fnd't:(frrf')"r(gng')".
problem of such an extension at the moment we consider only xQll6 such that
x >(f n f!)t' n (g a g')' r, or x> f x f', or x> g A gJ-. The join-irreducible ones
amongthemareelements of "f (f) or §(g)ormeets x:all Abrt, where a(,9(f),
bQf (d. In the last case xl:(at vå')rr. Thus, a further condition must be
satisfied:

(14)

For a(§(f), b<g(d

such

that aL v bt<(f^,Fa)r v (grgl)a the closure

år also belongs to {(f, d.
The only join-irreducible elements of l$ not yet considered are
f xgLL,f rr(Saga)al, f ng,gnUnft)tt,g^fLt.
To be able to deal with fng" and g,.ftl we must require that
(15) (/ngar)rr and (gn,f")" belong to f(f,g) and are comparable to
(f nft)" n (gng')r'.
The elements below (/n/a)"n(gngl)ra make it necessary to extend {(f,S)
of

aL v

at the top end; again we must require that
(16) the closures of elements (f nJru)rr n (g,r

=

gr)aa

belong

to {U, d.

Assuming (16) one can add up to 6 elements at the top end of f U, d; the maximum
number of 6 is needed if (f xfl)t v (gngt)r is not closed, and all four elements

below

(/nf)",.

(gngt)ar

are closed:

(t^§
I f.n

)a

(å^g'tu]r' r, [g ( [^ f.')"
^

]'

Ig^ ( f"f r)!'lJ'

It"(g"gr1u
t(f

"

(f.,nft)"]'
*),l*.

v gn

!')t ,, (g "s

We summarize the result as a theorem:

{(f,d

{(f,g)

is orthostable prooided
or a small extension of
Theorem 3.
the conditions (13), (14), (15), and (16) hold. The maximum number of elements in the
orthostable lattice is 264.
The conditions in Theorem 3 are satisfied in the following situation:

(16)

closures of elements

nJL)rr n(gn
=U

gr)ar

belong

to {U, d.

(17) (/^g-Lf)-r-r : (l x lt)LLngrr; (gn/rr).rr - ft.l-n(g,rgf)fa;
(18) [(lnfl)tt v(gngr)a]l,t: (f nfl)tt v(gnga)af v(:fLL ngrr);
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(19) the following are closed:

ftL y g]-]-,f"

ftt v (gngf)rf
Bar v Unf')t';

v (gr,r gtr),

(20) the following are closed:

, 91a v UL n

flt),

(IL^ILL)L v(gnga)t, (f nf:'lL v(g'nBrr)r, (fL^frL)r v(gang'r-r)r-.
Remark 3. Note that the right hand side in (18) is closed provided (19) holds,
it is the meet of ftL v(grgr)" and grr v(f nft)tl. Given (19), the
joins avå of closed elements aQ,9(f), b(-fQ) are closed, being meets of elements listed in (19).
To conclude this section we return to the special cases treated in Section 2
and consider the question of orthostability. As before, 4' i" taken care of by
since

assuming

(13)

{U, d

contains (av 61L]- for

all a€9(f), b(./k).

The set of join-irreducible elements of liwhich are not contained in 9(f)v9(S)
is the set l' as defined at the beginning of Section 2. It llrll is the lattice generated
by {L, then lg:7rU,dvl{Ll is a lattice because "t"U, d=Utr Ag}r)r-(f vg')" by (6). lt 7$ is to be l-stable we must have the elements of l{'tll
in {(f,g); this will happen precisely when ('/rl)t c {. This proves

Lemm a 3. Assume (6). Then, with

the notation intoduced aboue, "{

isalattice.Thislatticeisorthostableifandonlytf
b(,9(d md

(f, d v

l{

Ll

(avb)"<{(f,g) forall a(,9(f),

({!)L c{'

QD
We now prove

fl=xr-=-ft v g, we haue
[xrrv(gr.nJraa)]]r:(xfavgar)r-r nfLL.

Lemma 4. For all

(22)

x(9

with

gr):xr
Proof. We have xr
v g')I-t since both sides reduce
^(fL
^(fLv
to xa by the assumption of the lemma. By modularity the left hand side is equal to
f' v (xt r, gt) :ft v (xr n gr)r r ; the right hand side equals lxu v (/a , I gr r)]..
Taking orthogonals on both sides yields the asserted equality.
Remark 4. Obviously,if ft vgr is assumed closed, then by the above proof
all xQ9 with ft=xt.

(22) holds for

The following lemma elaborates on the first condition ennunciated in Lemma 3:

Lemma 5. Assume that

Q3)

f tg

satisfy (8) and the closedness condition

Jt,

v Bar

: (/v g)rt.

xrar

v xztl

: (xrvxr)rr

Then we haue

Q4)

for all x&'9(f), xzQt(d.
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Proof. By Q3)

(rr" vgrr;'lr tr(ft' vgat).
=
By distributivity and Lemma 4 therefore (xrr r v xra r)r r (xr* t v (g" n,f"))",
grr: x."vg" (the last equality bv (o)). By a= symmetric argumentation
(x.ar vx;-')"
vxra') so that (r*'vxj-')t'=(xrrl vg")n(./t'v
(x.rr vxrar-1rr: (xr" vxrrr)rr

n(,ft'vg")

=(ftt

xrrr):xrrr

v xrra by again using (6). Obviously, if in this proof /r v ga is assumed
closed then by Remark 4 we need not assume (8) in order to quote Lemma 4. In
other words, we have also proved the

Lemma 5'. Assumethat ft7 has fttvglt
and ftvgt closed.ThmQ4)
all
xr,
xr(9
with
for
ftl ^gaa=x1rr =.ft', ft' ngtt=xäLa=g1f .
Another possibility to obtain (2a) is to require (23) and condition
(25)
frtv (gngr)rt, gf rv(f nt-)-t:- areclosed;
for, simple calculations show that (23) and (25) imply closedness of all spaces
,.t' v xf r occuring in Q4).
In order to satisfy (21) we may require condition
holds

t,, ngrr : Ung}ll
L
a}
- which means that the lattice { of Lemma 3 reduces to {("f' v ga)a - or
(27)
Ing, f ngLL, BAftL, (fngri)v(gn"far) are closed,
which means that the elements of { are closed so that L: '/.*'/rt is a bijection.
(26)

Notice that (26) implies (6). We summarize:

I
f,g(9

Theorem 4. Let

be a modular lattice equipped with a Galois autoconnection

satisfy ftg. Let "/"(f,d be the sublattice generated by
"/r(g), where fU), ./rG) are the L-stable sublattices generated by
f and g respectioely. In order that the L-stable lattice ,/'(f,8, L) generated by
{(f)v!"(g) (i.e. the L-stable lattice generatedby {f,S» isfinite and distibutioe
either of the following four conditions is sfficient: (26) & (23) & (25), (8) & (23) & (26\,
(6) & (23) & (25) & (27), (8) & (23) & (27). We then haue "f(f, g, L):{(f, d v
{("f'vcr)ir} in the first two cases and

L.

Assume that

the

set

f U)v

: {(f,

(.fng")'n(gn,fri)4, (f ngtt)',
(g n.f")', ["fn (gng')"]' v [gn ("fn"fa)41]] , (f ndt\
in the last two cases. Upper bounds for the cardinality of f (f, B, L) in the four cases

"l'(f, s, t)

s) u {("fi vga)-L-t,

listed are respectioely 169,

ll7,174,122; they are attained in the "free"

cases.

tg has ftL vgrr and ftvgt closed. Then
is a modular and dual modulqr pair in the lattice 9, t of all closed elements of 9. If in addition (8) and (26) resp. (8) and (27) are assumed, then /'(f, g, t)
is distributiue and has at most 116 resp. l2l elements.
Theorem 5. Assume that f

(f", g")
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(f",g")

is a modular pair in 9rr; ir order to show
dual modular pair we have to prove that ((rnft')vg")":

Proof. By Remark 3

that it is a
,n(ftt vg")"

for all ,-- gLL

in 9rr. Since.fttvgrl

is closed and

is modular the right hand'side is (z n /r a) v

we quote Lemma5'
follow from Theorem

with xz:Et!,

I

gr -1. In order to show that this is closed
xt:zAfLL. Cardinalities for {(f,g, t)

4.

Remark 5. (i) See Theorem (33.a) in [7] for modular and dual modular pairs
in hermitean spaces. (ii) We have constructed sesquilinear spaces E with subspaces
4 G such that (23) & Q6) & (8) resp. (23) & (27) & (8) is satisfied and such that all
117 resp. 122 elements of {(F, G, I) are different. (iii) Let Ebe a vector space
equipped with a non degenerate alternate form, dim.E:§o and F, G subspaces
with Fn G:(0), Frr+G-Lr closed and Fr *GL :E. Brand l2l gave a recursive
construction for an orthogonal decomposition of E, E:Et@Ez, such that FcEr,
GcEr. From this geometric result it follows readily that the lattice {(F,G, 1)
is given by 9(F)v "f(G)uV(nv .9(A)v 9(F)v fr(G)w(r@) n9(G)), in particruJLar {(F, G, I) is distributive and has 98 elements. The fruitfulness of the method
hinted at in Introduction is based on a reuersal of steps: First {(F, G, _.1_) is computed, then the theorems of [3] are applied in order to conclude that E must split
in the manner indicated.
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